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DIRECT INVESTMENT ON FIRM-LEVEL PRODUCTIVE 

EFFICIENCY: THE IMPORTANCE OF R&D 

Suyanto 

ABSTRACT 

This study examines empirically the effects o_f foreign direct investment (FDI) on 
.firm-level productive efficiency in Indonesian manufacturing. Utilizing the data from 
the Annual Survey of manufacturing industries between 1988 and 2000, the results 
confirm a positive spillover effect ofFDI on technical efficiency level. An interesting 
finding appears when the observed firms are divided into two groups: firms with 
research and development (R&D) expenditure and those without R&D expenditure. 
The R&D firms receive higher magnitude ofspillovers than those without R&D. This 
finding supports the argument that R&D is a key absorptive capacity for domestic 
firms to gain FDI spillover benefits. 

Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Spillover Effects, Productive-Efficiency Level 
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S 
pillover effects have recently been regarded a<; a substantial contribution of 
!;])[ to economic performance of production units in host countne~. 

Although the :-.pillovcr effects have been theoretically demonstrated as 
comcquences or FDI presence, the cmpmcal evidence has revealed a mixed 
conclusion f(Jr at least t\vo reasons. As noted in Suyanto eta!. (2009). ddfercnces in 
research methods lead to evidence of either positive or negative :-.pillovcr effect:-. and 
absorpt1vc capacitJCs arc important in influencmg the ability of domestic flrms to 
gam from forc1gn presence. A study on I Dl spdlovers usmg a more rigorous method 
and taking mto account absorptive caracities is expected to provl(lc a significant 
contribution to the literature. 

!'he contribution 1s p<lrticularly important because the recent reforms on 
inve:-.tmcnt po\JcJc<; by dncloping countncs. including Indonesia. arc m the 
expectation of gaming sp1llover hencflts ( nlom'>trom <Jnd Kokko, 2003 ). Dravving on 
the arguments of Ciorg and Strohl (200 I) and (Jinna and (Jorg (2007) that spillover 
effCcts might be :-.omc part of residuals in a product10n cquallon, a :-.tochastic 
product JOn frontier method 1s employed for the analysi:-. in this study. The Battcsc 
and Coelli ( 1995) rnodel1s chosen as an empmcal modeL 

The stochastic production frontier method 1:-. uo;cd m thi:-. study to estimate 
spillover effects from 1· Dl on Indonesian manufacturing firms. Tlm study st<Jrts by 
discu:-.sing the empmeal model and the estimation method_ Data sources and 
constmction or dataset arc then discussed. follmved by the definition and 
measurement of vari<Jbles Results and mterrretatJOns arc provided in the second last 
section. Conclusions are dnnvn at the final section 

Empirical \1odel and Estimation 1\lethod 
!'he theoretical model ofnattese and Coclll (1995) is spccJfled as follow: 

~'- /(X,;p).cxp(v,, -u,) ( I ) 

(2) 

where Y, 1 denotes the scalar output of finn i (i 1, 2, ... ,:Vj at tunc 1 (l- 1,2, ... , l). X,, 
1'> a (lxk) vector of inputs used by firm i at time/, fi 1'> a (kxl) vector of unknown 
parameter:-. to be estimated: the v,1 i:-. a random error: u,1 is the techmcal mefficiency 
eff!:ct: :t: 11 1s a ( lxm} vector of observable non-stochastic exrlanatory variable:-. 
af/ecting techmcal mefliclCllCY f()r finn i at time !, 0 denotes a (mxf) vector of 
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unknown parameters of the mctliciCncy effect to be estimated; w is an unobservable 
random error. 

Based on the theoretical model m Equations (1) and (2). this study starts with a 
flexible trunsfog (Transcendental Logarithmic) production frontier. This frontier is 
characterized by a non-fixed substitution elasticity and is therefore subject to fewer 
constraints than a general logarithm linear model (Christensen ct ul., 1973; 
Hcathfield and Wibe, 1987). In addition, the transfog functional tOm1 provides more 
generalized estimates than other logarithm linear models as it imposes relatively 
fewer a priori restrictions on the structure of production (Kopp and Smith, 1980). 
Therefore, adopting a trans log functional fonn might reduce the risk of error in the 
model specification. 

The functional fOrm of the trans!og production frontier is as follows: 

lny" fl0+fJrlnL1,+/JxinK,,+P,.,InM"+fJFinE;,_,_fJu_ InL,, 
2

-,-fJrK lnL"*InK" 

+ f/1.M In L,, *In M,, -+- fit.F In L,, *In £ 1, !- flxx In Ki, 
2 

+ flxM InK,,* In M,., 

+fixE InK,., * ln E,, + fi.vM In Mi, 
2 

+ fi.w: In M,, *In E,, - (JFF In E" 
2 

t {1,1 

+ /31, ~Li, *t] f3K, EK,, *t] fJ.w EM,, *t] fir, ~Ei, *t] {3,/ +v., -u, 

(3) 

where J' represents output, L represents labour, K is capital, M is material, t: is 
energy, t is time, i is firm, j]s are parameters to be estimated, In denotes natural 
logarithm, Vfr is the stochastic error tenn, and u;1 is the technical inefficiency. In this 
study, the technical inefficiency effect is a function of a set of FDI variables: foreign 
ownership (FIJI), horizontal spillover (FD/Horisontal), backward spillover 
(FD!Bachvard), and tOrward spillover (F/J!Forward); Also included are a set of 
other variables affecting efficiency, age oftinn (AGF) and a dummy crisis (CRISIS). 
Hence, the inciTiciency function can be written as: 

11
11 

= 60 + c)'1FDI;, + c)~FD/Horisonta/,1 + S
3
FD!Backward,, + (\J?DJForward

11 

+ d,AGE,1 + c\CRISJS" + W11 

where w is an error term. 

(4) 
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Various sub-models of the trans log are considered and tested under a number of 
null hypotheses, given the specification of the lransiog model in Equation (3). 

A null hypothesis of the second order parameters equal zero (i.e. 

f1n = ffrK = /"~1 . 111 =firE= fJKK = fJKM = fJKJ> = ffuu = fi.wr. = lfu: = 0) is to test whether 

the Cobb-Douglas frontier is appropriate fix the data set, and a null hypothesis of the 
interacting parameters of input and time equal zero (i.e. ffu = /JK1 = jJM1 = fir:1 = 0) is 

for a Hicks-neutral technological progress. Similarly, a null hypothesis of the time 
parameters equal zero (i.e. /11 = /111 = ffu = f3K1 = ffMr = fJEr = 0) is for a no technology 

progress in the frontier, and a null hypothesis of the parameters of inefficiency 
function equal zero (i.e. y = d0 = d1 = ... = 0~ = 0) are for a no-inefficiency cfTect. y is 

a parameter associated with variance of inefficiency effect. u11 , in the Battese and 
Coclli's (1995) model. lfr is Lero, the model reduces to a traditional mean response 
function in which the variables, FIJI. FDI!Iorizontal, FD!Bachvard, FJJiFor.vard, 
ACiE, and CRISiS, can be directly included into the production tfontier. 

For performing tests of the relevant null hypotheses, a generalized likelihood 
ratio statistic is employed. This ratio statistic can be expressed as follow 

(5) 

where I(H0) is the log-likelihood value of the restricted frontier model, and I(Hd is 
the log-likelihood value of the model defined in Equation (3 ). If the null hypothesis 
is tn1e, the test statistic has approximately a chi-square distribution with degrees of 
freedom equal to the number of parameters involved in the restrictions. The test 
statistic under the null hypothesis of no inctliciency effects has approximately a 
mixed chi-square distribution, and the critical value for this test is taken from Table 1 
ofKoddcand Palm (19X6)1 

The computer program FRONT1ER4.1 is used to jointly estimate the stochastic 
production tfontier of Equation (3) and the inefficiency function of Equation ( 4) 
under the maximum likelihood method (Coelli, 1996).2 This computer program 

1 For explanation regarding a mixed chi-square and a test for no inefficiency effect. sec Battesc and 
Coclli (I ()gR). 

~ FRONTIER4.1 was developed by Tim Coe1li in the Department of Econometrics, University of New 
England. The program, \Vritten in Shazam, can be run on an IBM-PC ln this program. the execution 
of a stochastic frontier model can be either by modifying the available instruction tile or writing a 
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follows a three-step c~tnnation method to obtam the final maxnnum hkclihuod 
estimates. The tirst stcr estimates the ffonticr production function in Fquation (l) 
usmg OLS and obtains all fJ estimators, which arc unbiased (except the mtcrccpt, /1n). 
In the second step, a t\vo-phasc grid search for}' is conducted; with the fi parameters 

(cxccptfJ(!) set to the OLS values, the fir, and rY~ parameters adJusted to the Corrected 

OLS (COLS) \alucs and other parameter~ set to /Cro. i The third ::.tcp <:~ppltcs nn 
iterative procedure of the LJavidon-Flctcher-Pmvef! (juasi-A'nvton method to obtum 
final maximum likelihood estimate'> using the value selected in the grid ::,carch as 
starting values. 

Data Sources and Construction of the Dataset 
1. Description of Data Sources 

The pnmary data <;ource m this study is the Annual Surveys of medium and 
large manufacturing cstabhshmcnts (.)'wTci Talwnan .\ratistik lndw-;tn or Sl) 
conducted by the Indonesian Central Board of Statistics (Bad<m !)usa! Statistik or 
BPS). The d<:~t<:l arc available in an clcctromc format (d-h<:~se file) and can be ohtamcd 
under a license The 5urvcy covers the basic infUrmatJon of c<:~ch estabhshment, such 
as specific identification code, industrial classification, year of starting production. 
and location. It <:~\so covers the mvnership infom1ation (domestic and foreign 
ownershtp<>), production mf"ormation (gros~ output. number of workers in produc\HHl 
and non-production, \aluc or fixed capital and mve~tmcnt. material, and energy 
consumption), and other infonnation (<;hare of"productton exported, value of material 
imported, and expenditure on research and development). The numbers of 
cstahli~hrncnts surveyed vary v.:ith the year of survey. with the mimrnum number of" 
7,469 rnanufi.1ctunng establishments in 1975 <:~nd the maxnnum number of 21,6 71 
cstabllshments m 1996. 

The annual surveys (SI) have heen conducted since 1975, and the recent 
available data arc Cor the year 2005. llmvever, this study uses only the period of d<Jta 
ffom 19HH to 2000. The year of 191-\8 is chosen as a ::.tarting year because the data on 
the replacement value of capital arc not a\·ailable before \988. The 2001 to 2005 
penod is excluded, because the I3PS changed the specific identification code in 200\ 

progral!l languag~:. Thi~ program~~ <tVallabk unlmc from tin.: CeuttT lOr J:I"Jiucncy and Product1\ity 
Analy~ts \\Ch~lle (http:i.www uq.cdu.au/cconornle~/ccpa'frontt~:r.hlm). A detailed procedure for 
nmmng FRO:-.J I J[R4.1 1s dt~cusscd m Cocllt ( 1996). 

' c:r~ IS a parameter <l~soeJat~:d with the \artanec of randorn vanahlc 1·,, Ill the Hattc~e and Coclh",-; 

(19l).~) model. 

KO 
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to KIP!'\ without providing a concordance table to the previous used identification 
code (PSID). Efforts to mutch the obscrvutions in the years 2001-2005 to the years 
1988-2000 using output values und labour don't yield reliable results. Therefore, the 
longest po~sible period for this study is 1988-2000. 

The clas~ification of the establishment-level data in Sl is up to five-digit 
industrial codes. This classification is based on the Indonesian Commodity 
Classification (Kiasi/ikasi Kmnoditi Indonesia or KKI), which basically f()llows the 
International Standard Industrial Classification (!SIC) with some modification to suit 
Indonesian conditions. During the observation yeurs, from 1988 to 2000, the KK I 
was reclassified twice in order to accommodate the growing number of 
manufacturing establishments and to comply with the revisions oriS I C. 

The tirst reclassification took place in 1990 when the last digit of five-digit KKI 
was updated for some sub-sectors (in this case, the HPS replaced KKI-! 985 with 
KK 1-1990). For example, the basic organic and morganic chemicals sub-sector (i.e. 
the 35110 manuf:tcturing code) was updated mto nine sub-sectors, namely inorganic 
chloral and alkaline (the 35111 code), industrial gas (351 !2), inorganic pigment 
(35! 13), inorgamc chemicals not else classified (35114), organic chemicals from 
\Voods tmd gum (351 !5), organic pigment (351 16), organic chemicals from oil and 
gases (35117), special organic chemicals (3511 g), and organic chemicals that not 
else classified (35 I 19). 

The second reclassification was published in 1998 to f()l!ow the change in !SIC. 
from iSIC Revision 2 to !SIC Revision 3 (the KKI-1990 was changed into KKI-
199X). In this reclassification, the BPS changed completely the manufacturing code. 
For example, the code for bakeries was 31179 m KKI-1990, but it was changed to 
154111 in KKI-1998. 

As a supplementary for the Sl, this study also utilizes data from several sources 
when constructing the final panel dataset. The types and sources of the 
supplementary data arc presented in Table I. The wholesale price index (WPI) is 
used as a monetary deflator for output and material. Similarly, the machinery price 
index and the clectncity price index arc used as a deflator for capital and electricity, 
respectively. To deflate the monetary value of fuel, the fuel price index is calculated 
from tbc OPEC fuel basket price fi-om DXjhr Windmvs. 4 The input-output tables arc 

" The OPEC fuel prices arc converted from US$ value~ to Indonesia rupiah (!DR) using average 
yearly exchange rates pubh~hed by the central Bank of lndones1a in Stati-.tics of Fconomic and 
Finance Indonesia (S/(1/i.l"ftk EJ..onomt dan Krrwngun !ndone.1iu or SFKI). 
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used for calculating spillover variables for downstream and upstream industries (i.e 
variables of backward and forward spillovers). 

No. Data 
Primary Data 
1 Survey of 

Industries (SI) 

Supplementary Data 
2 Wholesale Pr11.:e 

Index (WPI) 

3 

4 

WPI of 
Machinery 

WPI of 
Elcctm:ity 

Fuel Price Index 

6 Input-Output 
Table 

Sflurcc 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistic~ (BPS) 

The Indonesian Ceutral 
I3o;m\ of Statistics 
(BPS) 

Tl1e Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics (RPS) 

The lndoncsiun Central 
Board ofStati<;tics (BPS) 

IJX for Windows 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics (BPS) 

Source: Author"s compilation 

Description 

The Sl is <tn <~nnual sttn•cy of medium and large 
manufi.tetunng e~tablishments, which cover ttp 
to 21,671 establishments \\lith at !cast 20 
employees ilnd consist of more than 160 
variables. 

The WPI u~ed in tl11~ study ~~ a WPI of !50 
cornrnodities catcgonred hy I SIC four-digit. 

The machinery price index covers pnccs of all 
machinery, except electricity machinery. used 
by manufacturing industries. 

The electricity price mdex 1s cakulated from 
the pncc of electricity supphcd by the state 
energy company (Perusahaan Ustrik Negara 
or PLN) and published by the BPS as a part of 
the WPJ. 
The fuel pm:e index is calculated from the 
OPFC fuel basket prices. 

The lndone~ian input~output table consists of 
the value of inputs used by ~ector i from sector 
j and value of output ~old to ~ectorj by sector i 
at a certain year. It captures 16! sectors of all 
mdu~tries in Indonesia. For the purpo~c of tht~ 
study, only mput-output values of 

.... manuf(l(;~Uring __ i.ll.~.Llstrics X8 s~_C_I!;J~~) i:l_.!:_ey~;;:d. 

2. Procedure for Constructing a Consistent Balanced Panel Set 
Constructing a consistent and integrated dataset ts ncce~sary fOr obtaining 

reliable and unbiased cmpincal analysis. In this study, the possible inconsistency and 
other problems in the SI data arc identified. A conststcnt and integrated balance 
panel set is then constructed by following several steps of adjustment. The steps of' 
adjustment are described as follow: 

B2 
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Step 1: Ad,justmcnt for industrial code. 
A:. noted above. the BPS rccla:.sificd the industnal codes twice: m 1990 and 

l99X. -1 h1s :.tudy adJusts the mdustnal codes to the 1990 code (KK 1-1990) in order to 
obtam a cons1stent indu:.trial code for the ob<;ervation year<; ( 19XX-2000). I h1s 
adju<;tment mvolvcs two phases. hrst. the data from \9XX to 19X9 (v, .. hich usc KKI-
1985) arc adJusted to KKI-1990 us1ng the establishment identification code a11d a 
special map provided by the BPS. Observations in l9XX-19X9 not observed 1n l990-
l99X arc removed, smcc there 1~ no code from KKJ-1990 that could be assigned to 
these obscrvatiom. This first phase of adJustment removes I J46 out ur the original 
29.340 estabh:.hmcnts. Second, the data from 199X to 2000 (v.'h!ch usc KKI-199X) 
arc adjusted to KKl-1990 by following the concordance table provided by the BPS. 
There arc several concordance 1ssucs th<1t arise during thi:. second phase of 
adjustment, which mcludc urnnatchcd ela:.sJ!lcatwns and incomplete entries. An 
example of an mcomplctc entry is an observation recorded only \\-ith a two-, three-, 
or four-diglt elassiticat10n code. !-'or dealing \vith th1s problem. only ob:.crvat10m 
with four-digit classification codes arc retained, \vhilc those with two- and three-digit 
classification code~ arc removed.-' The retamed observatiOns \Vith four-digit codes 
arc then ac,;signcd a:. fivc-d1git codes usmg the establishment specific identification 
code. By doing :.o. al! cstabhshments in the 19XX-2000 pane! data have consistent 
and integrated cla:.,c,;iticatwn codes. The total c:.tabl!o;hmcnts removed after these 
industrial code adjustments arc ::unx out of 29,140 estabhshmcnts, v,·hich include 
those with Oil and Gas classificat10n (!SIC 353 and 354) as these sub-secto-rs arc not 
observed 111 the 19XX and 19H9 survey:.. 
Step 2: Adjustment for the variable definitions. 

In some years. the variable dcrinitions provided by the HPS arc not consistent, 
even though the variables arc the same. The author compared the \·ariable dcfimt1ons 
111 each year's survey qucstionmmcs (which arc provided by the BPS together \Vlth 
the Sl data) and recalculated the inconsistent \ariablc~ for obtaining consistent 
dcfimtwns throughout the selected pcnod_ 
Step 3: Cleaning for noise and typographical errors. 

This <;tudy applic:. several steps for data cleaning 1n order to minimi/c noises and 
typographical errors: 

' I ,732 out nf 22. 17':. c~tahlishmcnh arc removed SlllCI.: they arc only a~~igncd with l\\0- aml three 
dign mdu,;trial code~. 
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a. Oh~crvat10ns with Lero or a negative value of output. labour. rnatcnaL or energy 
have been removed_ Thts remove~ around 4.5 percent of the total observations. 

b. If a firm reports a missing \·aluc for a parttcular vanahlc in a gn·cn t11nc but 
report~ values m the year before and after, an interpolation is carried out to fill 
the gap. I he mtcrpolat10n for the missing data is not more than 1 percent of the 
total observations. 

c. l"ypographical errors (or kcy-runch errors) in the raw data arc adjusted lOr 
consistency. I· or example, if in the ravv data. foreign share in a firm for the 
whole of the selected pcnod is typed as 100 percent except lt1r a certam year 
being typed as 0 percent. then the 0 percent share t5 adjusted to 100 percent. 

d. Observations that arc considered as outllcrs arc rcrno\"cd from data set by 
following a procedure suggested by Takit (2005). First observations arc sorted 
from the lowest to the highest value or output. Second, 1.5 percent of the lov.-est 
values and 1.5 percent or the highest values are removed. 

Step 4: Back-ca!'lting the missing values of capital 
In some years. the values of capital arc missing for quite a large number of 

observations. I o !111 these gaps, this study follows the methodology introduced by 
Vial (2006). The replacement values of flxcd capitals arc regressed agamst the one
year lagged outrut m order to obtam the cstnnated cocf'!lctent of capital. The 
estimated coefficient is then used to ca!cu!atc the predicted values of fixed capiwl !"or 
the m1o;sing data. 
Stq> 5: \latching firms for a balanced pand 

A balanced panel dataset is constructed !Or the selected period by· matching 
firms based on the specific idcnti!lcation code (PSI D). TillS study utiliics STATA 10 
software for the matching. 

Step 6: Choosing industries '';ith foreign firms 
Since the rurposc of the study to; to estimate the FDl sptllovcrs, industries (at a 

tivc-d1git level) without foreign firms arc excluded from the balanced panel. 
Step 7: All monetary variables (output, capital, material, and energy) arc 
deflated using price indexes. 

I he output and material \"alucs arc dcll<Jtcd using the wholesale price index (for 
4-digit !SIC mdustncs); the rnachmery pncc tndex is used for dcf1atmg the value of 
capitaL the nominal values of energy arc a sum of" electricity and fuel expenditures, 
\vhich arc deflated using the clcctncity rricc index and the fuel price index. All pncc 
indexes arc at a constant price or 1993. 
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By following the steps of adjustment, the final balanced panel dataset consists of 
3,218 establishments with 43, 134 observations. 

Definition and Measurement of Variables 
A crucial part in empirical studies is the measurement of variables. The 

reliability of empirical results depends heavily on the accuracy of measures of 
variables. From the available Sl data, supported by the most up-to~date information 
from the literature, this study constructs variables for the empirical model in 
Equations (3) and (4). The variables are divided into two groups based on the two 
simultaneous equations: a stochastic production frontier and an inefficiency function. 
The variables for the inefficiency function are divided further into two, namely FDI 
variables and other variables. The constructions of the variables arc discussed below 
and the definitions are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Definitions of Variables 
Definition 

Produclion Function 
Y Output (m million rupwh), wlm.:h i~ detlatcd u~mg a wholesale price index (WI'!) at a 

constant price or 1993 
L Labor (number of workers) is the total number of employees directly and indirectly 

engaged in productions 
K Capital (milhon rupiah), which is dctlated using \\'PI for machinery at a constant price of 

1993 
M 

F 

Material (million rupiah), which is dcllated using a wholesale price index at a constant 
price of 1993 
l:.ncrgy (million rupiah) is the sum of electricity and fuel expenditures, which arc deflated 
usmg a \\·'PI for electricity and fuel price index at a constant price of 1993 

Inefficiency Function 
FDI Foreign owner~hip, which is measured by a dummy variable: 1 if the ~hare of foreign 

ownership i~ greater than 0 percent; and 0 if otherwise. 
FDll !orison tal Spillovers of FDI on domestic finn~ in the same industries, which is measured by the share 

of foreign firms' ou1p11t over total output of the five-digit mdustry 
FD!Backward Spillovers of FD1 on upstream industnes, which 1s calculated from the share of the total 

output of an industry that is sold to foreign buyers across a!\ five-digit industric~. 
FDI Forv.·anl Spi\lovcrs of FDI on downstream industries, which is cakulatcd from the share of the total 

output of an industry that IS bought from foreign suppliers across all fi vc-digit industric~. 
Age Age of firms is mcilsured by the different between year ol" survey and year of starting 

production 
Crisis Economic crisis is measured by a dummy variable: l if the year of observation is 1997 

onward, and 0 if the year of obscnation is before _199~.~------ ______ _ 

S5 
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Results and Interpretation 
1. Testing l<'or Model Specification 

Given the general trans/og ffontier, as specified in l·:quatJOns (3), this study tests 
a number of null hypotheses for finding the appropnate model for the dataset. The 
results of the relevant null hypotheses tests arc presented in Table 3. The first null 
hypothesis is to confirm whether the Cobb-Douglas production frontier is an 
appropnate spcci !lcation for the dataset, by imposing the following restrictions: 
fJu. = firK =firM =flu,·= JlKK = fiKM "'-flu· -"- fJwM ""fl_.w: =flu: ""0, on Equation (I). 
The result of the log-likelihood test shows a strong rcJcetion of the null hypothesis at 
the 1% h:vcl of significance, suggesting that the Cobb-Douglas model is an 
mappropriatc specification, given the translog model. 

Table 3. Log-Likelihood Tests for Model Specification of 
The Stochastic Production Frontier 

''''"''' 

Restrictioos l<"ull Samples 
................................... '"~c-

Cdtical Critical Critical 
Values \'alut>s Values 

........... (tJ;,,li}~J. (u=II.OS) . .. .. J1J;:91.111) 
Cohh-Douglas 
(/iu""'f11~~pJ\r "fJrr ·!fu "{hM=/h~o=fhnt 91-\01.42**" 22.~ I 2) J0.58 

""/hrt ""/Ju --,()) 
111cks-Ncutral 

266 .. '\4*** 
(/1,,' fl, 'fl,, c fin cO) 

' 

No TP 
69.22*** 

I (f],-Jfu= /h,= Jh, = /JH, ~ /!J.) '"()) IO.M 12.59 

No lnciTicicncy Ef1Cct ()' .. ,)!!' .. ,)I .. 
1403.X6*** 

... -('j~-()) 
7.09 8.76 I / . .4X 

..... _ 
" >' Source. Authors ealculatwns. Note. the log~hkclihond ratio statistiCS arc calculated from 

Equation (3) based on the rcstnctcd and unrestricted model~ for honzontal spillover~. 

The log~ likelihood ratio statistics on models for backward spillovers or forward spillover~ 

provide s1milar condu~10ns. ***,**,and* denote signiticancc at 1'\-';,, 5'~-0, and 10'~/"' 

rcspcctivdy. The critical values arc based on Ch1~squarcd distribution. l·or the null hypothc~i~ 
of no- mcffincncy eflCc1, the cnticlll value is based on a mrxcd chi-squared distribution provided hy 
Kodde and Palm ( 1986). 

The second null hypothesis test, for l·hcks-neutral tcdmical progress ('1 P) under 
a restriction: j3,1 .,. jJK, .:.:: fJMt = fi£1 = 0, also rejects the null hypothesis, but the levels 

of significance vary between 1% and 10%. Similarly, when imposing a restriction: 
/}, = /l11 = f1u = fiK, = fJMt ="- /}p, = 0, for a null hypothesis of no-technological 

progress (TP), the statistical results suggest that the no-TP specification is 
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inappropriate, given the translog specification. The last null hypothesis tOr no 
inefficiency effect, which imposes the restriction: ,v = ii0 = 1'i1 = ... = /)" = 0, shows 

also a rejection of null hypothesis at the I% level of significance. 
Given these statistical results. one can conclude that the l1exible transio~ model, 

as spccifted in Equation (1 ), appears to be the appropriate specification for the finns 
in the analysis. Therefore, the estimations of the stochastic frontiers in this study 
follows the transfog production frontier. 

2. FDI Spillover lUfccts on Manufacturing Firms 
Using the trans!og stochastic frontier and the inefficiency function specified in 

Equations (3) and (4), this study begins the estimation of FDI spillover cfkcts tOr all 
manufacturing firms in the dataset. Three spillover variables, as constructed above, 
arc used tOr testing the spillover hypothesis. These three variables are estimated 
separately because the partial correlation tests shows that these variables arc 
moderately correlated each other, particularly between FD!Hori::.ontai and 
FD/Fonmrd. which have a 0.82 correlation coetlicient. Estimating them together in 
one equation may result in a near multicollinearity problem, with a consequence of 
insignificance in estimated coerticients (Gujarati, 2003). The ~elected parameter 
estimates for the manufachtring tinns arc presented in Table 4. 

The first three columns of Table 4 display estimation result~ for all 
manufacturing establishments using three different spillover variables. The 
coefficients of the trans!og stochastic production frontier (the upper part of the table) 
has no immediate economic implication, as the impacts of each input to output 
depend on the combination of the coefficients of all tenns involving the input (first 
and second orders). Therefore, output elasticity with respect to labour, capital, 
material and energy, along with return to scale coefficients, has been calculated." The 
annual average industry-wise elasticities and return to scale (RTS) coefficients are 
presented in Appendix I. The firm-specific results arc not presented due to space 
limitation but can be obtained from the author upon request. 

From the calculated elasticity scores, it is apparent that the average output 
elasticity with respect to labour is positive for all the observed years, ranging from 

1
' The output elasticity of each input is nhtained hy taking a partial derivative of the mmsfog model 
and evalu<~ting them at particulate values of variahles. Hased on the tmnsfog model in Equation (_l ), 
the output elasticity of labour is defined as r~_={I1_+2Jiu/fnLJ+finflnKj 1fiatflnlvf/ fiuflnEJif/111' 
Similarly. the output elasticity of capital. material, and energy arc obtained by the partial derivatives 
of output to capital. output to maten<tl, and output to energy. respectively_ 

R7 
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0.20 to 0.23 (Appendix 2). Snmlarly, the ela:.t1city to capital <Jnd elw.;tJCJty to material 
arc also positive, \Vith the average scores of 0.00 fOr the l"onner and 0.69 for the 
latter. ·1 he same 1s also true for energy. as the average scores of output cla.;;tJcity arc 
po51tivc. Furthennorc, the four output elasticity scores sum up to return to scale 
(RTS) coefficient. The annual avtT<Jgc score of RTS is 1.06 between 19SX and 2000, 
suggesting an incrca,mg return to scale (IR J"S) of the lmlonesmn rnanuE1ctunng 
industry.' This average KTS mcreases :.tcaddy during the observed years, from 1.03 
in 19SX to 1.14 in 2000, mcllcating that the hcncflh of operating on a larger scale 
h<Jve been increased over time. 

The finding or mcrcasing returns to sc<Jle is consistent with the rejection of the 
Cobb-Douglas function. \VInch bas1cally assumes constant n:tum to scale. ·1 he 
increasing returns to scale arc mostly contributed by the output elasticity of matcnal 
(ranging from 0.62 to O.XO during the observed years). \vhich is not surpnsmg given 
the he<Jvy rchancc on mv.' material and the nature of the industry. As argued by 
Asw1cahyono (199S), Indonesian manufUctunng products are mo':.tly either natural 
resource based or simple assembly processed, \VhJCh make the industry rely heavily 
on m<Jterial input. In contrast, the output elasticity of capital is relatively low, 
suggcstmg a lov.· eaplt<Jl intensity. This result rnay need to he interpreted with c<Jution 
as capital 1s a key factor for output growth. llowcvcr, tillS result is somehow 
unsurpnsmg as the share of capital in total industry outputs is usually low in lahour
mtcnstvc cnvmmmcnt, such as the Indonesian manuf<Jctunng mdustry. High 
elasticity of capitaL as argued by \\iackcr eta/. (2006). JS u"ually observed only m 
m<Jnufacturing industries that rely heavily on advanced tcchnolog1cs. Kcvcrtheless, 
the results are consistent \Vith findings in previous studies on lndones1an 
rnanufi1ctunng !inns that use more than t\VO f'actor mputs (Am1ti ami Konings, 2005; 
lkh,an, 2007). 

Moving to the inefficiency function (the lower part of Table -1), the estimated 
coefficients of FL>J (which take the v<Jiuc of one if the firm 1s a foreign-owned firm 
and Lero 1 C the llnn 1s a domestic firm) arc negative and highly :-.1gm fieant at the 1 ~-<~ 
level, suggesting that fOre1gn-owncd flrms are. on average, less incfllcJcnt than 
domestic firms, keeping other variables constant. 1 tm rc,ult supports the mam.;;trcarn 
premise that foreign firms generally possess more updated knowledge and have more 
cxpenence in scrvmg markets, so that they <Jrc more efficient than domestic firms. 

Tl11.: oltgl1tly larger than tJTJC ul' average R rs al~o ~Ltggc~t~ thal bTgcr lirm~ might haw ~hght co~t 
athantagc~ n::lat1vc to ,mallcr firm~. 
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As expected, the coefllc1ent or FIJ!Horizonta! has a negative sign and is 
statistically significant at the I o;;J level, meaning that the prc~ence of FDl rcduce5 
inefficiency of firms in the same five-digit industries. Similarly. FIJI Backward and 
FO!Fonmrd have abo negative and h1ghly significant coefficients, which mdicate 
negative effects of FDI on tcchmeal inefficiency (or positive techmcal eniciency 
spillovers) on suppliers and huyers, respectl\rely. Although th1s study uses a longer 
time period by including the reriod of"cris1s, the findings arc mlinc with Blalock and 
(iertler (200X) and Takii (2005) on the ground that FDI at the industrial level 
generates rositive sp1llovers to firms in the same industries, finns in urstn:arn 
mdustncs. <md firms m dm...,'nstream industries. 

With regard to vanahles not associated with forc1gn ownership, the coerticient 
of Age is positive for the three spillover models hut 1t is SJgmficant only for the 
hori..-:ontal spillover model (the first column of Tahlc 4). This is not a surrrise since 
the imract of age to firms' efficiencies is still a matter of debate 111 the literature. as 
noted in Section 5.4.3.1. An older firm could have a higher ef"flciency clue to 
knov·ilcdge accumulation through learnmg experience. while a younger firm might he 
more effle1cnt because of" possessing up-dated kllo\'.·lcdge. Nevertheless, the result is 
consistent with findings in Lundvall and 11attese (2000) for Kenya and Kathuria 
(200 l) for India. Similarly, the coefficients of crisis also show mconclus1vc 11ndings, 
w1th positive and Significant effi:cts on incl1iciency in hori;;ontal and baehvard 
srillover models. hut with negative in5Jgnilicant cnects in the fon.vard spillo\'cr 
model. Thi'i demonstrates the argument in literature that the nnpacts of crisis on 
firms are uneven and depend on heterogeneous characteristics of flnns (for example, 
NarJokn and I !JIL 20()7)_ 

X9 
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Table 4. Estimate'ii of Stochastic Production Frontiers 
on The FOI Spillover El"l"ects in the lndone"ii_an :vtanul"acturing Firms 

\ ariable Huri•unt~l 

Spillonrs 1 (o\ll firm•) 

Produdion Frontier {Dt'pendent Variable: fn r; 

In!. 

InK 

In I' 

llnL]' 

ln!.*lnK 

\ ariable 

J 144**z 

LEO~) 

0.60 I ••~ 
(32.~7) 

0.1~0*** 

(17.34) 
0.212*** 
(19.41) 

(J.:M·1**~ 

(21> 16) 
() ()]4** 

(2 42) 
0.0·1.1~·· 

('J"/l) 

llori>ontal 
..,pillo•·cn I (All firms) 

l'mduction 1-"rrmtier (Depend•·nt Vuriubft': In Y) 
lnl *ln\1 -0.1 /1*H 

1-.l'I.H~) 

lnl ~lnF (I ()(,7H~ 

( I -~. '!3 l 

linK I 0.1)113** 

( 2 J~) 
InK *ln\1 .() 071 *** 

(-2~ ]7) 

lnK*Inl. O.lh·'*h 

(27 H6) 

lln\11 111M*** 

1n.Hn 
ln~1*ln!. -O.Iq**~ 

i)l '>2) 

In~ I 11.11.'\u~ 

(17 691 

T I) 0116*** 
(."1 791 

In I *I -0001 
(0 >1) 

lnK~T ·0.11011 
( 0 26) 

lnM* 1 II 00 I* 
\I H.<) 

ln~*T -1111{)11 
(- j 0') 

r' O.llOl *u 
1-'i HI l 

~~~~k .. anl Forward 
Spillonrs 1 Spillo•·cn 1 
(All firm') (All fir'!") 

I 21..:*** I ]1/z** 

(17 '~l (J7 01) 
()(,()~~ .. IJ.614* .. 

uo 65) (3 I .07) 
() ]77*** () 175~ .. 

( lb o: I ll5 %) 
0 ILJ~~** II 192*** 
(IN 011 II' 16) 

ll."'S.l*** 112'>.1*~· 

(27.0~) (:'7.47) 
0 011* 0 Ill I** 

II s•l \1 '!6) 

O.IH. 
,., 

().()-')()**~ 

(X r,.'l) . ___ (K3H) 
H~ckward ~orward 

SpilluHn 1 Spillown I 
{All firm•) {All firm~) 

-0,17 ... 0.1 / ... 
(-.1~.1)) (-1 ~2) 

II ()(,7H* II 066 .. 

1 1.1.~: l I>' /b) 

-11.\IOJ* 0.0112~ 

74) 1-i 71)) 

·0 07.1*** .() 07.1*** 

(-2H S41 {-2H 2S) 

II.O~x**~ () O:''JP* 

(2l .. P) I;' i ~/>) 
1!.16~*h O.Jf,'>h* 

{99.H7) (:lll!.:iOI 
0 14.1*** .() 14J*** 

I-~ I 12) I-' I 641 
0.1!22*"~ o.rc: *** 
(11 76) ( 10.'19) 

()()()(,*** () 00'*h 

1) S~i (7.%) 

-0.000 ().()0. 

(-0.60) (0.76) 
-1!.11{10 () 002 
1 O.lil (·II 'll) 
I! 001 II IIIII ~•• 

(: .17) (-"11) 
o ooo~** ·I! 001 *± 
{-1 69) (·2 021 

-0.110()*** I! 00 I*"* 
(-1 6'JJ (-~ . .'_~) 

··----
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lneffidencr Function (Dependent Vuri(lb/e: u) 
Const;;nt O.IJ7R**• 

(21 .59) 
I<"DI -0.008*** 

(-1>.56) 

FI)!Hori.r.ontal -0.126~ .. 
(-SlUJO) 

H)JBad,w~trd 

l<"I>IForward 

Age ()_{)02*H 
(.UO) 

lns1~ 0.(115*** 
((> 91) 

'\igma-sljuar~d O.OJ.l*** 
( 195.31) 

Gamma 1)_005*'* 

0 124**• 
(16.05) 

-O.Ot!•u 
(-R.H2) 

-0.085*** 
{-IKSS) 

0.000 
(0.49) 

0.017*** 
(4 671 

11.03.>*** 
(1H52J 
0.024*** 

0.062*** 
(23.09) 

-0.010*** 
(-10.76) 

-0.124*** 
(-25 00) 

0.000 
((U7) 
.()_()()2 

(-1.00) 
0.0.'\3*** 
(140.34) 
0 001 **• 

~·-- _Q_Q)R_) __ ---
~--
{~ =c:co::-(R.32C)C.CC::=~ 

Soun;~: Author's Calculation using the model ~pecificd in Equations {3) and (4). Notes: The l·'itatistics arc in 
parenthesis.*** denotes 1% signilieancc leveL** denotes 5~-o signtlicancc level, ami* denote~ 10%, sigmficancc 
kvel. 

Table 5. Output Elasticity of Inputs and Return to Scale (RTS) 

---
for The Indonesian M~nufacturing Sector 

Year Labour Capital Material Energ:y RTS 
-----

19RR 0.22 0.09 0.62 0.10 1.03 
19K9 0.22 0.09 0.63 0.0\l 1.03 
1990 0.21 0.08 0.66 0.08 1.03 
1991 0.22 0.09 0.63 0.09 1.03 
1992 0.20 (LOS 0.67 0.01-l 1.03 
1993 0.21 0.09 0.66 O.OR 1.04 
1994 0.21 0.09 0.67 0.()7 1.05 
1995 0.20 0.09 0.69 0.07 1.06 
1996 0.20 0.09 0.72 0.06 1.07 
1997 0.20 0.09 0.73 0.06 1.08 
1998 0.21 0.10 0.73 0.06 .10 
1999 0.21 0.10 0.76 0.06 1.12 
2000 0.20 0.09 O.SO 0.05 1.14 

~---------

1998-1992 0.22 0.09 0.64 0.09 1.03 
1993-1996 0.21 0.09 0.68 0.07 1.05 
1997-2000 0.21 0.09 0.75 0.06 I. I I 
1988-2000 0.21 0.09 0_69 0.07 1.06 

------ ·--·-- ·---~ 

Source: Author's calculation from the estimates of stochastic production frontier for all firms under 
the horizontal spillover model (second column of Table 4) 
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3. FDI Spillovers to R&D and Non-R&D Firms 
Rc~earch and development (R&D) is a key absorptive capacity for domestic 

firms to gam FDJ spillover benefits. Finns with R&D are likely to receive higher 
spillover benefits than those without R&D. Incorporating this argument and testing 
whether it applies in the Indonesian manufacturing sector, this study estimates 
Equations (3) <1nd (4) on a group of R&D firms and non-R&D firms, separately. 
Table 7 presents the estimates of these two groups. Interestingly, the estimates show 
that both R&D and non-R&D firms receive positive horizontal, b<JCkward, and 
forward spillovers from FDI, as suggested by the negative sign and statistical 
significance of estimates for the three spillover measures. However, coefficients of 
spillover variables for the first group are greater than those for the second group, 
indicating that the magnitude of spillovers is larger for the R&D firms than for the 
non-R&D firms. This finding is not a surprise since R&D firms arc generally having 
up-to-date knowledge. The finding confirms the argument that R&D expenditure 
increases firms' ability to <1bsorb FDI spillover benefits, which arc in line with 
findings by Kathuria (2002) for India and Marcin (2008) fOr Poland. This finding 
justifies that finns with larger absorptive capacities, such as those with R&D 
expenditure, will receive higher spillover effects from fDl if compared to firms with 
smaller, which have no R&D expenditure. 
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Table 6. Estimates of Stochastic Production Frontiers on 
The FOI Spillover Effects: The l.!!!Jlortancc of Research and DncloQ_ment (R&D) 
-- - -------- . 

Vniahl~ Horisontal Backward Forward lltJrisontal Ba~:kwanl l'or"anl 
Spillo~ers ~pillo•cn Spillovns Spillo>ers Spillo\-ers Spillowrs 

(R&D tirrn~) (H.&Ill•irms) (R&D Firms) {!\on-H.& D) ('\on-H.&Il) j~n-R&Il) 

Production Frontier (Del!_endent Variable: ln•'i 
( Olhtant 0.57:-~u 0.741*** O.XIf>*** I 077_**~ I,)_()*H 1.17s~u 

{6_21) (X_69) (7.1 !i) (_13_9H) {_15.00) ( ll O_l) 
in I 0 '5X2*** (!_041*** 0 60~*** 0_)3-')h* (!_571 *** 0_)7·1**~ 
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Conclusions 
This study has examined the spillover effects of FOI on finn-level productivity 

in Indonesian manufacturing industry. Utilizing data from Annual Survey of 
Indonesian manufacturing firms and employing the Battesc and Coclli (1995) 
stochastic production frontier model, this study finds that FDI generates positive 
spillover effects on firm-level productivity. An interesting finding emerges when the 
samples arc divided into two groups: firms with R&D spending and firms without 
R&D spending. The results show that the group of fim1s with R&D spending 
receives larger magnitude of spillovers than the group of firms without R&D 
spending. These findings justify the argument of the importance of absorptive 
capacity in gaining the productivity spillovers from FDI. 
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Spillover Effects from Foreign Direct Investment on Firm
Level Productive Efficiency: The Importance of R&D 

Abstract 

Suyanto 
Fakultas Ekonomi Universitas Surabaya 

E-mail: suyanto@ubaya.ac.id 

This study examines empirically the effects of foreign direct investment (FDI) on fum
level productive efficiency in Indonesian manufacturing. Utilizing the data from the 
Annual Survey of manufacturing industries between 1988 and 2000, the results confrrrn a 
positive spillover effect of FDI on technical efficiency level. An intere§Iing fmding 
appears when the observed frrrns are divided into two groups: frrrns with research and 
development (R&D) expenditure and those without R&D expenditure. The R&D firms 
receive higher magnitude of spillovers than those without R&D. This finding supports the 
argument that R&D is a key absorptive capacity for domestic firms to gain FDI spillover 
benefits. 
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Spillover Effects, Productive-Efficiency Level 

Introduction 
Spillover effects have recently been regarded as a substantial contribution of FDI 

to economic performance of production units in host countries. Although the spillover 
effects have been theoretically demonstrated as consequences of FDI presence, the 
empirical evidence has revealed a mixed conclusion for at least tv.ro reasons. As noted in 
Suyanto et a/. (2009), differences in research methods lead to evidence of either positive 
or negative spillover effects and absorptive capacities are important in influencing the 
ability of domestic firms to gain from foreign presence. A study on FDI spillovers using a 
more rigorous method and taking into account absorptive capacities is expected to provide 
a significant contribution to the literature. 

The contribution is particularly important because the recent reforms on 
investment policies by developing countries, including Indonesia, are in the expectation of 
gaining spillover benefits (Blomstrom and Kokko, 2003). Drawing on the arguments of 
Gorg and Strobl (20qjl~ and Girma and Gorg (2007) that spillover effects might be some 
part of residuals in a production equation, a stochastic production frontier method is 
employed for the analysis in this study. The Battese and Coelli (1995) model is chosen as 
an empirical model. 

The stochastic production frontier method is used in this study to estimate 
spillover effects from FDI on Indonesian manufacturing firms. This study starts by 
discussing the empirical model and the estimation method. Data sources and construction 
of dataset are then discussed, followed by the definition and measurement of variables. 
Results and interpretations are provided in the second last section. Conclusions are drawn 
at the final section. 



Empirical Model and Estimation Method 
The theoretical model of Battese and Coelli (1995) is specified as follow: 

Y,, = f(X;, : ~).exp(v;, - uu) 

uu = z))+a>u 

(1) 

(2) 

where Yu denotes the scalar output of firm i (i = 1, 2, ... , N) at time t (t= 1 ,2, ... , T) , X;, is a 
(lxk) vector of inputs used by firm i at time t, p is a (kx1) vector of unknown parameters 
to be estimated; the vu is a random error; uu is the technical inefficiency effect; Zit is a 
(lxm) vector of observable non-stochastic explanatory variables affecting technical 
inefficiency for firm i at time t, o denotes a (mx1) vector of unknown parameters of the 
inefficiency effect to be estimated; ro is an unobservable random error. 

Based on the theoretical model in Equations (1) and (2), this study starts with a 
flexible translog (Transcendental Logarithmic) production frontier. This frontier is 
characterized by a non-fixed substitution elasticity and is therefore subject to fewer 
constraints than a general logarithm linear model (Christensen et al. , 1973; Heathfield and 
Wibe, 1987). In addition, the translog functional form provides more generalized 
estimates than other logarithm linear models as it imposes relatively fewer a priori 
restrictions on the structure of production ~opp and Smith, 1980). Therefore, adopting a 
trans log functional form might reduce the risk of error in the model specification. 
The functional form of the trans log production frontier is as follows: 

lny;, = /30 + /31. lnLit +A lnKit + f3u lnMit +fie lnEit + f3u. [lnLit t +~ [lnL;, * lnKu 1 

+ f3w [ ln L;, * lnM;, 1 + f3~.t: [ ln Lit * ln E;, 1 + f3KK [ ln K;, t + A11 [ ln K;, * lnMu 1 

+f3KE (inK;, * lnEil 1 +~11 (lnMit 1
2 
+ fi.,1e(InM;, * lnEit 1 + f3~:E (lnEu 1

2 
+ {J,t 

+ /3~., [lnL;, * t 1 +A, [lnK;, * t1 + P,", [lnM;, * t1 +,BE, [lnE;, * t 1 + ,8,/ + v;, - u;, 

(3) 

where y represents output, L represents labour, K is capital, M is materia l, E is energy, t is 
time, i is firm, Ps are parameters to be estimated, In denotes natural logarithm, vu is the 
stochastic error term, and uu is the technical inefficiency. In this study, the technical 
inefficiency effect is a function of a set of FDI variables: foreign ownership (FDI), 
horizontal spillover (FD!Horisonta[), backward spillover (FD!Backward), and forward 
spillover (FD!Forward); Also included are a set of other variables affecting efficiency, 
age of firm (AGE) and a dummy crisis (CRISIS). Hence, the inefficiency function can be 
written as: 

uu = 50 + b',FDlu + b'2FD!Horisontal11 + b'3FD!Backward11 + b'4FD!Forwardu 

+ b'5A GE;, + b'6CRISIS11 + wit 

where w is an error term. 

(4) 

Various s(!IDmodels of the translog are considered and tested under a number of 
null hypotheses, given the s~ltjfication of the translog model in Equation (3). A null 
hypothesis of the second order parameters equal zero (i.e. 
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flu = fJLK = fJLlvl = fJL£ = fJKK = fJKN, = fJKE = fl,HH = fJME = PEE = 0) is to test whether the 
Cobb-Douglas frontier is appropriate for the data set, and a null hypothesis of the 
interacting parameters of input and time equal zero (i.e. flu = {JK, = flu, = {JE, = 0) is for a 

Hicks-neutral technological progress. Similarly, a null hypothesis of the time parameters 
equal zero (i.e. {J, = flu = flu = fJKt = {JM, = {JE, = 0) is for a no technology progress in the 

frontier, and a null hypothesis of the parameters of inefficienc unction equal zero (i.e. 
r = o0 = o, = ... = o6 = 0) are for a no-ine~iency effect. r is a parameter associated with 

variance of inefficiency effect, uu, in the Battese and Coelli ' s (1995) model. If r is zero, 
the model reduces to a traditional mean response function in which the variables, FDI, 
FD!Horizontal, FD!Backward, FD!Forward, A GE, and CRISIS, can be directly included 
into the production frontier. 

For performing tests of the relevant null hypotheses, a generalized likelihood ratio 
statistic is employed. This ratio statistic can be expressed as follow 

A- = -~l(H0 ) - l (H1 )] (5) 

where l(Ho) is the log-likelihood value of the restricted frontier model, and l(H!) is the 
log-likelihood value of the model <iefined in Equation (3). If the null hypothesis is true, 
the test statistic has approximately a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal 
to the number of parameters involved in the restrictions. The test statistic under the null 
hypothesis of no inefficiency effects has approximately a mixed chi-square distribution, 
and the critical value for this test is taken from Table 1 ofKodde and Palm (1986).1 

The computer program FRONTIER4.1 is used to jointly estimate the stochastic 
production frontier of Equation (3) and the inefficiency function of Equation (~ under the 
maximum likelihood method (Coelli, 1996)_2 This computer program follows a three-step 
estimation method to obtain the final maximum likelihood estimates. The first step 
estimates the frontier production function in Equation (3) using OLS and obtains all fl 
estimators, which are unbiased (except the intercept, flo) . In the second step, a two-phase 
grid search for y is conducted: tth the fl parameters (except flo) set to the OLS values, the 
flo and a; parameters adjusted to the Corrected OLS (COLS) values and other parameters 

set to zero. 3 The third step applies an iterative procedure of the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell 
Quasi-Newton method to obtain final maximum likelihood estimates using the value 
selected in the grid search as starting values. 

1 For explanation regarding a mixed chi-square and a test for no inefficiency effect, see Battese and Coelli 
(1 988). 
2 FRONTIER4.1 was developed by Tim Coelli in the Department of Econometrics, University of New 
England. The program, written in Shazam, can be mn on an IBM-PC. In this program, the execution of a 
stochastic frontier model can be either by modi fYing the available instmction file or writing a program 
language. This program is available online from the Centre for Efficiency and Productivity Analysis website 
(http://www.ug.edu.au/economics/cepalfrontier.htm). A detailed procedure for nmning FRONTIER4.1 is 
discussed in Coelli (1996). 
3 <T~ is a parameter associated with the variance of random variable vii in the Battese and Coelli ' s (1995) 

model. 
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Data Sources and Construction of the Dataset 
1 Description of Data Sources 
The primary data source in this study is the Annual Surveys of medium and large 
manufacturing establishments (Survei Tahunan Statistik lndustri or Sl) conducted by the 
Indonesian Central Board of Statistics (Badan Pusat Statistik or BPS). The data are 
available in an electronic format (d-base file) and can be obtained under a license. The 
survey covers the basic information of each establishment, such as specific identification 
code, industrial classification, year of starting production, and location. It also covers the 
ownership information (domestic and foreign ownerships), production information (gross 
output, number of workers in production and non-production, value of fixed capital and 
investment, material, and energy consumption), and other information (share of 
production exported, value of material imported, and expenditure on research and 
development). The numbers of establishments surveyed vary with the year of survey, with 
the minimum number of 7,469 manufacturing establishments in 1975 and the maximum 
numberof21 ,671 establishments in 1996. 

The annual surveys (SI) have been conducted since 1975, and the recent available 
data are for the year 2005. However, this study uses only the perioo of data from 1988 to 
2000. The year of 1988 is chosen as a starting year because the data on the replacement 
value of capital are not available before 1988. The 2001 to 2005 period is excluded, 
because the BPS changed the specific identification code in 2001 to KIPN without 
providing a concordance table to the previous used identification code (PSID). Efforts to 
match the observations in the years 2001-2005 to the years 1988-2000 using output values 
and labour don't yield reliable results. Therefore, the longest possible period for this study 
is 1988-2000. 

The classification of the establishment-level data in SI is up to five-digit industrial 
codes. This classification is based on the Indonesian Commodity Classification 
(Klasifikasi Komoditi Indonesia or KKI), which basically follows the International 
Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) with some modification to suit Indonesian 
conditions. During the observation years, from 1988 to 2000, the KKI was reclassified 
twice in order to accommodate the growing number of manufacturing establishments and 
to comply with the revisions of ISIC. 

The first reclassification took place in 1990 when the last digit of five-digit KKI 
was updated for some sub-sectors (in this case, the BPS replaced KKI-1985 with KKI-
1990). For example, the basic organic and inorganic chemicals sub-sector (i.e. the 35110 
manufacturing code) was updated into nine sub-sectors, namely inorganic chloral and 
alkaline (the 35111 code), industrial gas (35112), inorganic pigment (35113), inorganic 
chemicals not else classified (35114), organic chemicals from woods and gum (35115), 
organic pigment (35116), organic chemicals from oil and gases (35117), special organic 
chemicals (35118), and organic chemicals that not else classified (35119). 

The second reclassification was published in 1998 to follow the change in ISIC, 
from ISIC Revision 2 to ISIC Revision 3 (the KKI-1990 was changed into KKI-1998). In 
this reclassification, the BPS changed completely the manufacturing code. For example, 
the code for bakeries was 31179 in KKI-1990, but it was changed to 15410 in KKI-1998. 

As a supplementary for the SI, this study also utilizes data from several sources 
when constructing the fmal panel dataset. The types and sources of the supplementary 
data are presented in Table 1. The wholesale price index (WPI) is used as a monetary 
deflator for output and material. Similarly, the machinery price index and the electricity 
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price index are used as a deflator for capital and electricity, respectively. To deflate the 
monetary value of fuel, the fuel price index is calculated from the OPEC fuel basket price 
from DXfor Windows.4 The input-output tables are used for calculating spillover variables 
for downstream and upstream industries (i.e. variables of backward and forward 
spillovers). 

Table 1. Sources and Descriptions of Data 
No. Data 
Primary Data 
I Survey of 

Industries (SI) 

Supplementary Data 
2 Wholesale Price 

Index (WPI) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

WPI of 
Machinery 

WPI of 
Electricity 

Fuel Price Index 

Input-Output 
Table 

Sout·ce 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics (BPS) 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics 
(BPS 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics (BPS) 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics (BPS) 

DX for Windows 

The Indonesian Central 
Board of Statistics (BPS) 

Source: Author' s compilation 

Desct·iption 

The SI is an annual survey of medium and large 
manufacturing establishments, which cover up 
to 21 ,671 establishments with at least 20 
employees and consist of more than 160 
variables. 

The WPI used in this study is a WPI of 150 
commodities categorized by !SIC four-digit. 

The machine1y price index covers prices of all 
machinery, except electricity machinery, used 
by manufacturing industries. 

The electricity price index is calculated from 
the price of electricity supplied by the state 
energy company (Perusahaan Listrik Negara 
or PLN) and published by the BPS as a part of 
the WPI. 
The fuel price index is calculated from the 
OPEC fuel basket prices. 

The Indonesian input-output table consists of 
the value of inputs used by sector i from sector 
j and value of output sold to sector j by sector i 
at a certain year. It captures 161 sectors of all 
industries in Indonesia. For the purpose of this 
study, only input-output values of 
manufacturing industries (88 sectors) are used. 

2 Procedure for Constructing a Consistent Balanced Panel Set 
Constructing a consistent and integrated dataset is necessary for obtaining reliable and 
unbiased empirical analysis. In this study, the possible inconsistency and other problems 
in the SI data are identified. A consistent and integrated balance panel set is then 
constructed by following several steps of adjustment. The steps of adjustment are 
described as follow: 
Step 1: Adjustment for industrial code. 

As noted above, the BPS reclassified the industrial codes twice: in 1990 and 1998. 
This study adjusts the industrial codes to the 1990 code (KKI -1990) in order to 
obtain a consistent industrial code for the observation years (1988-2000). This 

4 The OPEC fuel prices are converted from US$ values to Indonesia rupiah (!DR) using average yearly 
exchange rates published by the central Bank of Indonesia in Statistics of Economic and Finance Indonesia 
(Statistik Ekonomi dan Keuangan Indonesia or SEKI). 
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adjustment involves two phases. First, the data from 1988 to 1989 (which use 
KKI-1985) are adjusted to KKI-1990 using the establishment identification code 
and a special map provided by the BPS. Observations in 1988-1989 not observed 
in 1990-1998 are removed, since there is no code from KKI -1990 that could be 
assigned to these observations. This first phase of adjustment removes 1,346 out of 
the original 29,340 establishments. Second, the data from 1998 to 2000 (which use 
KKI-1998) are adjusted to KKI-1990 by following the concordance table provided 
by the BPS. There are several concordance issues that arise during this second 
phase of adjustment, which include unmatched classifications and incomplete 
entries. An example of an incomplete entry is an observation recorded only with a 
two-, three-, or four-digit classification code. For dealing with this problem, only 
observations with four-digit classification codes are retained, while those with 
two- and three-digit classification codes are removed. 5 The retained observations 
with four-digit codes are then assigned as five-digit codes using the establishment 
specillc identillcation code. By doing so, all establishments in the 1988-2000 
panel data have consistent and integrated classillcation codes. The total 
establishments removed after these industrial code adjustments are 3,078 out of 
29,340 establishments, which include those with Oil and Gas classillcation (ISIC 
353 and 354) as these sub-sectors are not observed in the 1988 and 1989 surveys. 

Step 2: Adjustment for the variable definitions. 
In some years, the variable definitions provided by the BPS are not consistent, 
even though the variables are the same. The author compared the variable 
definitions in each year' s survey questionnaires (which are provided by the BPS 
together with the SI data) and recalculated the inconsistent variables for obtaining 
consistent definitions throughout the selected period. 

Step 3: Cleaning for noise and typographical errors. 
This study applies several steps for data cleaning in order to minimize noises and 
typographical errors: 
a. Observations with zero or a negative value of output, labour, material, or 

energy have been removed. This removes around 4.5 percent of the total 
observations. 

b. If a firm reports a missing value for a particular variable in a given time but 
reports values in the year before and after, an interpolation is carried out to fill 
the gap. The interpolation for the missing data is not more than 1 percent of the 
total observations. 

c. Typographical errors (or key-punch errors) in the raw data are adjusted for 
consistency. For example, if in the raw data, foreign share in a firm for the 
whole of the selected period is typed as 100 percent, except for a certain year 
being typed as 0 percent, then the 0 percent share is adjusted to 100 percent. 

d. Observations that are considered as outliers are removed from d ~a set by 
following a procedure suggested by Takii (2005). First, observations are sorted 
from the lowest to the highest value of output. Second, 1.5 percent of the 
lowest values and 1.5 percent of the highest values are removed. 

Step 4: Back-casting the missing values of capital 

5 1,732 out of22,175 establishments are removed since they are only assigned with two- and three digit 
industrial codes. 
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In some years, the values of capital are mtssmg for quite a large number of 
observations. To fill these gaps, this study follows the methodology introduced by 
Vial (2006). The replacement values of fixed capitals are regressed against the 
one-year lagged output in order to obtain the estimated coefficient of capitaL The 
estimated coefficient is then used to calculate the predicted values of fixed capital 
for the missing data. 

Step 5: Matching firms for a balanced panel 
A balanced panel dataset is constructed for the selected period by matching firms 
based on the specific identification code (PSID). This study utilizes STAT A I 0 
software for the matching. 

Step 6: Choosing industries with foreign finns 
Since the purpose of the study is to estimate the FDI spillovers, industries (at a 
five-digit level) without foreign firms are excluded from the balanced paneL 

Step 7: All monetary variables (output, capital, material, and energy) are deflated using 
price indexes. The output and material values are deflated using the wholesale 
price index (for 4-digit ISIC industries); the machinery price index is used for 
deflating the value of capital; the nominal values of energy are a sum of electricity 
and fuel expenditures, which are deflated using the electricity price index and the 
fuel price index. All price indexes are at a constant price of 1993. 

By following the steps of adjustment, the final balanced panel dataset consists of 3,218 
establishments with 43,134 observations. 

Definition and Measurement of Variables 
A crucial part in empirical studies is the measurement of variables. The reliability of 
empirical results depends heavily on the accuracy of measures of variables. From the 
available SI data, supported by the most up-to-date information from the literature, this 
study constructs variables for the empirical model in Equations (3) and (4). The variables 
are divided into two groups based on the n;vo simultaneous equations: a stochastic 
production frontier and an inefficiency function. The variables for the inefficiency 
function are divided further into t\¥0, namely FDI variables and other variables. The 
constructions of the variables are discussed below and the defmitions are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Definitions of Variables 
Va.-iables Definition 

Production FUnction 
Y Output (in million mpiah), which is deflated using a wholesale price index (WPI) at a 

constant price of 1993 
L Labor (number of workers) is the total number of employees directly and indirectly 

engaged in productions 
K Capital (million mpiah), which is deflated using WPI for machinery at a constant price 

of 1993 
M 

E 

Material (million mpiah), which is deflated using a wholesale price index at a constant 
price of 1993 
Energy (million mpiah) is the sum of electricity and fuel expenditures, which are 
deflated using a WPI for electricity and fuel price index at a constant price of 1993 

Inefficiency FUnction 
FDI Foreign ownership, which is measured by a dummy variable: I if the share of foreign 

ownership is greater than 0 percent; and 0 if otherwise. 
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FD!Horisontal 

FD!Backward 

FD!Fo1ward 

Age 

Crisis 

Spillovers of FDI on domestic firms in the same industries, which is measured by the 
share of foreign firms' output over total output of the five-digit indush)' 
Spillovers of FDI on upstream industries, which is calculated from the share of the 
total output of an industry that is sold to foreign buyers across all five-digit industries. 
Spillovers of FDI on downstream industries, which is calculated from the share of the 
total output of an industry that is bought from foreign suppliers across all five-digit 
industries. 
Age of firms is measured by the different between year of survey and year of starting 
production 
Economic crisis is measured by a dummy variable: I if the year of observation is 1997 
onward, and 0 if the year of observation is before 1997. 

Results and Interpretation 
1 Testing For Model Specification 

Given the general translog frontier, as specified in Equations (3), this sMre tests a 
number of null hypotheses for finding the appropriate model for the dataset. The results of 
the relevant null hypotheses tests are presented in Table 4. The first null hypothesis is to 
confirm whether the Cobb-Douglas production frontier is an appropriate specification for 
the dataset, by imposing the following restrictions: 
flu = fJLK = fJLlvl = fJL£ = fJKK = fJKN, = fJKE = fl,HH = fJME = flEE = 0 , on Equation (1). The 
result of the log-likelihood test shows a strong rejection of the null hypothesis at the l % 
level of significance, suggesting that the Cobb-Douglas model is an inappropriate 
specification, given the trans log modeL 

Table 4. Log-Likelihood Tests for Model Specification of the Stochastic Production 
Frontier 

Restrictions Full Samples Ca·itical Ca·itical Critical 
Values Values Values 

(a =O.lO) (a =O.OS) (a =O.Ol) 
Cobb-Douglas 
(/Ju =Pix =ftLII=fti.E=ftxx=h u =ftxE=fttr,t, 9801.42* .. 22.3 1 25 30.58 
=Pu E=Pee=O) 
Hicks-Neutral 

266.34* .. 7.78 9.49 13.28 
<Pu= ftx, = ftM, = ft£, =0) 
NoTP 

69.22*** 10.64 12.59 16.81 
(ft,=Pu= Pu = Pxt = P.111 = PEt =0) 
No Inefficiency Effect (y=oo=IJ1= 

1403.86*** 7.09 8.76 12.48 
... =06=0) 

Source: Author' s calculahons. Note: the log-hkehhood raho statistics are calculated from Equahon (3) 
based on the restricted and unrestricted models for horizontal spillovers. The log-likelihood ,·atio statistics 
on models for backward spillovers or forward spillovers provide similar conclusio I Sl ***, **, and * denote 
significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The critical values are based on Chi-squared distribution. 
For the null hypothesis of no-inefficiency effect, the critical value is based on a mixed chi-squared 
distribution provided by Kodde and Palm (1986). 

The second null hypothesis test, for Hicks-neutral technical progress (TP) under a 
restriction: flu = {JK, = flu, = {J£, = 0, also rejects the null hypothesis, but the levels of 

significance vary between l% and l 0%. Similarly, when imposing a restriction: 
{J, = Pn = {JL, = {JK, = fJ,1,, = {JE, = 0 , for a null hypothesis of no-technological progress 

(TP), the statistical results suggest that the no-TP specification is inappropriate, given the 
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translog specification. The last null hypothesis for no inefficiency effect, which imposes 
the restriction: r = 80 = 81 = ... = 86 = 0 , shows also a rejection of null hypothesis at the 

l % level of significance. 
Given these statistical results, one can conclude that the flexible translog ~eoel, 

as specified in Equation (1), appears to be the appropriate specification for the firms in the 
analysis. Therefore, the estimations of the stochastic frontiers in this study follows the 
translog production frontier. 

2 FDI Spillover Effects on Manufacturing Firms 
Using the translog stochastic frontier and the inefficiency function specified in Equations 
(3) and (4), this study begins the estimation of FDI spillover effects for all manufacturing 
firms in the dataset. Three spillover variables, as constructed above, are used for testing 
the spillover hypothesis. These three variables are estimated separately because the partial 
correlation tests shows that these variables are moderately correlated each other, 
particularly between FD!Horizontal and FD!Forward, which have a 0.82 correlation 
coefficient. Estimating them together in one equation may result in a near 
multicollinearity problem, with a consequence of insignificance in estimated coefficients 
(Gujarati, 2003). The selected parameter estimates for the manufacturing firms are 
presented in Table 5. 

The first three columns of Table 5 display estimation results for all manufacturing 
establishments using three different spillover variables. The coefficients of the translog 
stochastic production frontier (the upper part of the table) has no immediate economic 
implication, as the impacts of each input to output depend on the collibination of the 
coefficients of all terms involving the input (first and second orders). Therefore, output 
elasticity with respect to labour, capital, material and energy, along with return to scale 
coefficients, has been calculated.6 The annual average industry-wise elasticities and return 
to scale (RTS) coefficients are presented in Appendix l. The firm-specific results are not 
presented due to space limitation but can be obtained from the author upon request. 

From the calculated elasticity scores, it is apparent that the average output 
elasticity with respect to labour is positive for all the observed years, ranging from 0.20 to 
0.23 (Appendix 2). Similarly, the elasticity to capital and elasticity to material are also 
positive, with the average scores of 0.09 for the former and 0.69 for the latter. The same is 
also true for energy, as the average scores of output elasticity are positive. Furthermore, 
the four output elasticity scores sum up to return to scale (RTS) coefficient. The annual 
average score of RTS is 1.06 betv.reen 1988 and 2000, suggesting an increasing return to 
scale (IRTS) of the Indonesian manufacturing industry. 7 This average RTS increases 
steadily during the observed years, from 1.03 in 1988 to 1.14 in 2000, indicating that the 
benefits of operating on a larger scale have been increased over time. 

The finding of increasing returns to scale is consistent with the rejection of the 
Cobb-Douglas function, which basically assumes constant return to scale. The increasing 

6 The output elasticity of each input is obtained by taking a partial derivative of the translog model and 
evaluating them at particulate values of variables. Based on the translog model in Equation (3), the output 
elasticity of labour is defined as el.=/h.+2fJu.[lnLJ+/h.K{lnK]+fJw[lnM]+flt.E{lnE]+fJu T. Similarly, the 
output elasticity of capital, material , and energy are obtained by the partial derivatives of output to capital, 
output to material, and output to energy, respectively. 
7 The slightly larger than one of average RTS also suggests that larger firms might have slight cost 
advantages relative to smaller firms. 
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returns to scale are mostly contributed by the output elasticity of material (ranging from 
0.62 to 0.80 during the observed years), which is not surprising given the heavy reliance 
on raw material and the nature of the industry. As argued by Aswicahyono (1998), 
Indonesian manufacturing products are mostly either natural resource based or simple 
assembly processed, which make the industry rely heavily on material input. In contrast, 
the output elasticity of capital is relatively low, suggesting a low capital intensity. This 
result may need to be interpreted with caution as capital is a key factor for output growth. 
However, this result is somehow unsurprising as the share of capital in total industry 
outputs is usually low in labour-intensive environment, such as the Indonesian 
manufacturing industry . High elasticity of capital, as argued by Wacker et at. (2006), is 
usually observed only in manufacturing industries that rely heavily on advanced 
technologies. Nevertheless, the results are consistent with findings in previous studies on 
Indonesian manufacturing firms that use more than two factor inputs (Amiti and Konings, 
2005; lkhsan, 2007). 

Moving t the inefficiency function (the lower part of Table 5), the estimated 
coefficients of FDI (which take the value of one if the firm is a foreign-owned firm and 
zero if the firm is a domestic firm) are negative and highly significant at the 1% level, 
suggesting that foreign-owned firms are, on average, less inefficient than domestic firms, 
keeping other variables constant. This result supports the mainstream premise that foreign 
finns generally possess more updated knowledge and have more experience in serving 
markets, so that they are more efficient than domestic firms. 

As expected, the coefficient of FD!Horizontal has a negative sign and is 
statistically significant at the l% level, meaning that the presence of FDI reduces 
inefficiency of firms in the same five-digit industries. Similarly, FD!Backward and 
FD!Forward have also negative and highly significant coefficients, which indicate 
negative effects of FDI on technical inefficiency (or positive technical efficiency 
spillovers) on suppliers and buyers, respectively. Although this study uses a longer time 
period by including the period of crisis, the fmdings are in line with Blalock and Gertler 
(2008) and Takii (2005) on the ground that FDI at the industrial level generates positive 
spillovers to firms in the same industries, firms in upstream industries, and firms in 
downstream industries. 

With regard to variables not associated with foreign ownership, the coefficient of 
Age is positive for the three spillover models but it is significant only for the horizontal 
spillover model (the first column of Table 5). This is not a surprise since the impact of age 
to firms ' efficiencies is still a matter of debate in the literature, as noted in Section 5.4.3.1. 
An older firm could have a higher efficiency due to knowledge accumulation through 
learning experience, while a younger firm might be more efficient because of possessing 
up-dated knowledge. Nevertheless, the result is consistent with fmdings in Lundvall and 
Battese (2000) for Kenya and Kathuria (2001) for India. Similarly, the coefficients of 
crisis also show inconclusive fmdings, with positive and significant effects on inefficiency 
in horizontal and backward spillover models, but with negative insignificant effects in the 
forward spillover model. This demonstrates the argument in literature that the impacts of 
crisis on firms are uneven and depend on heterogeneous characteristics of firms (for 
example, Narjoko and Hill, 2007). 
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Table 5. Estimates of Stochastic Production Frontiers on the FDI Spillover Effects in 
the Indonesian Manufacturin Firms 

Var·iablc Backward Fonvard 
Spillovers 1 Spillovcr·s 1 
(All finns) (All firms) 

Productio11 Fro11tier rDeee11de111 Variable: /11 n 
Constant 1.144*** 1.214*** 1.1 I 7*** 

(37.08) (37.58) (37.01) 
lnL 0.601*** 0.608*** 0.614*** 

(32.87) (30.65) (31.07) 
InK 0.180*** 0.177*** 0.175*** 

(I 7.34) ( 16.01) (15.86) 
lnM 0.212*** 0.198*** 0.192*** 

(19.41) ( 18.03) ( 17.16) 
ln E 0.244*** 0.253*** 0.255*** 

(26.16) (27.08) (27 .42) 
[JnL]2 0.014** 0.01 I* 0 .0 1 I** 

(2.42) ( 1.84) ( 1.96) 
lnL*InK 0.043*** 0.041*** 0.040*** 

(9.73) (8.65) (8.38) 
ln L*InM -0.174*** -0.171*** -0. 171*** 

(-39.88) (-38.12) (-3.82) 
ln L*ln E 0.067*** 0.067*** 0.066** 

(13.93) (13.81) ( 13.76) 
[JnK]2 -0.003** -0.002* -0.002* 

(-2.38) (-1.74) (-1.70) 
lnK*InM -0.071*** -0.073*** -0.073*** 

(-28.17) (-28.54) (-28.28) 
lnK*InE 0.057*** 0.058*** 0.059*** 

(22.86) (2 1.32) (21.86) 
(lnMf 0.164*** 0.165*** 0.165*** 

(98.82) (99.87) ( 100.50) 
lnM*lnE -0.143*** -0.143*** -0. 143*** 

(51.52) (-51.12) (-51.64) 
[Jn E]2 0.023*** 0.022*** 0.02 I*** 

(17.69) (14.76) ( 10.59) 
T 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.005*** 

(3.79) (2.88) (2.96) 
ln L*T -0.001 -0.000 0.001 

(0.54) (-0.60) (0.76) 
ln K*T -0.000 -0.000 -0.002 

(-0.26) (-0.14) (-0.51) 
lnM*T 0.001* 0 .001 0.00 I ••• 

(1.83) (1.37) (3.41) 
ln E*T -0.004 -o.ooo••• -0.00 1** 

(-1.05) (-3.69) (-2.02) 
T2 -0.001*** -0.000*** -0.001*** 

(-5.81 ) (-3.69) (-8.78) 
ltrefflcie"cv Functio11 fDepende11t Variable: u) 
Constant 0.078*** 0.124*** 0.062*** 

(2 1.59) ( 1605) (23.09) 
FDI -0.008*** -0.011*** -0.010*** 

(-6.56) (-8.82) (-1 0.76) 
FD!Horizontal -0.126*** 

(-88.00) 
FD!Backward -0.08s••• 

(-18.88) 
FDIForward -0.124*** 

(-25.00) 
Age 0.002*** 0.000 0.000 

(3.30) (0.49) (0.37) 
Crisis 0.015*** 0.017*** -0.002 

(6.91) (4.67) (-1.00) 
Sigma-squared 0.033*** 0.033*** 0.033*** 

(195.31) (144.52) (140.34) 
Gamma 0.005*** 0.024*** 0.00 1••• 

(20.78) (10.66) (8.32) 
Source: Author's Calculation using the model specified in Equations (3) and (4). Notes: The !-statis tics are in 
parenthesis. *** denotes 1% significance level, ** denotes 5% significance level, and* denotes 10% significance level. 
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Table 6. Output Elasticity of Inputs and Return to Scale (RTS) for the Indonesian 
Manufacturing Sector 

Year Labour 
1988 0.22 
1989 0.22 
1990 0.2 1 
1991 0.22 
1992 Q20 
1993 0.21 
1994 0.21 
1995 Q20 
1996 Q20 
1997 Q20 
1998 0.2 1 
1999 0.2 1 
2000 0.20 

1998-1 992 0.22 
1993-1 996 0.21 
1997-2000 0.21 
1988-2000 0.21 

Capital 
0.09 
0.09 
0.08 
0.09 
0.08 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.10 
0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 

Material 
0.62 
0.63 
0.66 
0.63 
0.67 
0.66 
0.67 
0.69 
0.72 
0.73 
0.73 
0.76 
0.80 
0.64 
0.68 
0.75 
0.69 

Energy 
0.10 
0.09 
0.08 
0.09 
0.08 
0.08 
0.07 
0.07 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
0.05 
0.09 
0.07 
0.06 
0.07 

RTS 
1.03 
1.03 
1.03 
1.03 
1.03 
1.04 
1.05 
1.06 
1.07 
1.08 
1.10 
1.12 
1.14 
1.03 
1.05 
1.11 
1.06 

Source: Author's calculation from the estimates of stochastic production frontier for all firms under the 
horizontal spillover model (second column of TableS) 

3 FDI St>illovers to R&D and Non-R&D Firms 
Research and development (R&D) is a key absorptive capacity for domestic firms to 
gain FDI spillover benefits. Finns with R&D are likely to receive higher spillover 
benefits than those without R&D. Incorporating this argument and testing whether it 
applies in the Inoonesian manufacturing sector, this study estimates Equations (3) and 
(4) on a group of R&D firms and non-R&D firms, separately. Table 7 presents the 
estimates of these tv.ro groups. Interestingly, the estimates show that both R&D and non
R&D firms receive positive horizontal, backward, and forward spillovers from FDI, as 
suggested by the negative sign and statistical significance of estimates for the three 
spillover measures. However, coefficients of spillover variables for the first group are 
greater than those for the second group, indicating that the magnitude of spillovers is 
larger for the R&D firms than for the non-R&D firms. This fmding is not a surprise 
since R&D firms are generally having up-to-date knowledge. The finding confirms the 
argument that R&D expenditure increases firms' ability to absorb FDI spillover benefits, 
which are in line with findings by Kathuria (2002) for India and Marcin (2008) for 
Poland. This finding justifies that firms with larger absorptive capacities, such as those 
with R&D expenditure, will receive higher spillover effects from FDI if compared to 
firms with smaller, which have no R&D expenditure. 
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Table 6 Estimates of Stochastic Production Frontiers on the FDI Spillover Effects: 
The Importance of Research and Development {R&D} 

Variable llorisontal Baci..·ward Forward Hol"isontal Backward Fonvard 
Spillovers Spillovers Spillovers Spillovers Spillovers Spillovers 

(R&D Firms) {R&D Firms) (R&D Firms) !£:!on-R&D} !£:!on-R&D) {Non-R&D} 
Produc1io11 Fro11tier (!2ef!.elldelll Variable: /11 !2 
Constant 0.575*** 0.74 1*** 0.816*** 1.072*** 1.20*** 1. 178*** 

(6.21) (8.69) (7. 18) (33.98) (35.00) (33.03) 
lnL 0.582*** 0.641*** 0.608*** 0.535*** 0.571*** 0.574*** 

(9 .49) (17.30) (9.9 1) (25.06) (25.76) (26.32) 
InK 0.216*** 0. 183** 0.186*** 0.234*** 0.206*** 0.207*** 

(6.16) (2.42) (5.30) (20.27) (17.17) ( 17.20) 
lnM 0.321*** 0.289*** 0.269*** 0.208*** 0.167*** 0.169*** 

(9 .57) (6.03) (7.45) (17.63) (13.06) ( 13.62) 
lnE 0.334*** 0.321*** 0.335*** 0.248*** 0.256*** 0.257*** 

(8.58) (10.63) (8.49) (25.22) (26.05) (26.04) 
(lnLf 0.016 0.031*** 0. 148 0.0 17*** 0.012* 0.0 14** 

( 1.04) (3 .64) (0.96) (2.70) ( 1.89) (2 .17) 
lnL*InK 0.016 0.0 16*** 0.0 19 0.060*** 0.052*** 0.054*** 

(1.30) (11.48) (1.55) (11.67) (9.98) ( 10.36) 
lnL*InM -0.131*** -0.160* -0.139*** -0.179*** -0.173*** -0.176*** 

(-1 12 1) ( -1.95) (-11.93) (-36.31) (-34.55) (-34.92) 
lnL*lnE 0.054*** 0.065 0.055*** 0.063*** 0.062*** 0.06 1*** 

(3 .60) ( 1.12) (3.57) ( 12.37) ( 12. 11) ( 12.04) 
[lnK]2 0.0 14*** 0.0 11 0.0 10*** -0.009*** -0.007*** -0.008*** 

(4.99) (0.69) (3. 12) (-7.14) (-5.32) (-6. 14) 
lnK*InM -0.080*** -0.079*** -0.070*** -0.070*** -0.073*** -0.072*** 

(-11.96) (-4.94) (-9.79) (-25.03) (-25.46) (-24.98) 
lnK*lnE 0.031*** 0.031 0.033*** 0.053*** 0.060*** 0.060*** 

(3.53) (1.64) (3 .73) ( 18.74) (20. 15) (20.66) 
(lnM]l 0. 150*** 0. 148*** 0.149*** 0. 162*** 0.167*** 0. 167*** 

(35.88) (78.40) (34.51) (90.57) (81.65) (89.88) 
lnM*lnE -0.143*** -0.132*** -0.138*** -0.139*** -0.142*** -0.143*** 

( 17.48) (-76.6 1) (-16.63) (-46.56) (-44.89) (-47.69) 
(lnEf 0.033*** 0.024 0.030*** 0.023*** 0.021*** 0.02 1*** 

(5 .48) ( 1.36) (4 .9 1) ( 15.45) ( 13.75) (14.14) 
T 0.0 14** 0.020*** 0.0 16*** 0.0 11*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 

(2.34) (5.49) (2.69) (6.05) (2.90) (2 .90) 
lnL*T -0.00 1 -0.00 1 -0.00 , ••• 0.00 1* -0.002** -0.002** 

(-0.65) (-0.40) (-0.29) (-1.74) (-1.99) (-1.98) 
lnK*T 0.002 0.001 0.002 -0.00 1** -0.00 ,. -0.00 1* 

( 1.27) (123) ( 1.48) (-2.3 1) (- 1.73) (-1.7 1) 
lnM*T -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.003** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 

(-3.00) ( -3.26) (-2.28) (3.34) (5.06) (5.39) 
lnE*T 0.002 0.002*** 0.001 -0.000 -0.001 -0.00 1* 

(1.56) (3.39) (0.7 1) (-0.46) (!.58) (-1.66) 
T2 -o.ooo••• -0.00 1 -0.00 , • • • -0.00 1*** -0.00 1*** -0.00 , • • • 

(2.50) (-0.98) (-3.61) (· 7 .44) (-4.06) (-5.30) 
llle[ficiellc~ Ftmctioll (/2ef!.elldellt Variable: u1 
Constant 0.104*** 0.092*** 0.1 17*** 0.066*** 0.059*** 0.049*** 

( 14.97) (10.66) (11. 13) (15.46) (15.72) (8.76) 
FDI -0.078*** -0.148** -0. 186*** -0.419*** -0.264*** -0.20 1*** 

(-2.60) (-2.40) (-12.96) (-44.33) (-29.84) (-18.33) 
FDIHorizontal -0.107*** -0.049*** 

(-13.73) (-3.18) 
FDIBackward -0.114*** -0.065*** 

(-28.24) (-17.30) 
FDIForward -0.125*** -0.069*** 

(-5.25) (-4.50) 
Age 0.00 1*** 0.000 0.000 0.00 1*** 0.001** 0.000** 

(5 .09) ( 1.34) (0.034) ( 16.75) ( 1.99) ( 1.98) 
Crisis 0.028*** 0.027 -0.013 -0.004* 0.022*** 0.020*** 

(6.49) (0. 17) (-0.97) (-1.92) (7.30) (4.49) 
Sigma-squared 0.042*** 0.042** 0.04 1*** 0.030*** 0.031 *** 0.03 1*** 

(65.25) (2.14) (59.85) (266. 13) ( 126.89) (130.6 1) 
Gamma 0.006*** 0.045** 0.005*** 0.070*** 0.025*** 0.0 15*** 

~2 63~ ~2.36~ ~42 1 ~ ~ 1 7.99~ ( 16 12) ~9 13~ 
Source: Author' s Calculation using the model specified in Equations (3) and (4). Notes: The !-statistics are in 
parenthesis. ***denotes 1% significance level,** denotes 5% significance level, and • denotes 10% significance level. 
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Conclusions 
This study has examined the spillover effects of FDI on firm-level productivity in 
Indonesian manufacturing industry. Utilizing data from Annual Survey of Indonesian 
manufacturing firms and employing the Battese and Coelli (1995) stochastic production 
frontier model, this study finds that FDI generates positive spillover effects on firm-level 
productivity. An interesting finding emerges when the samples are divided into two 
groups: firms with R&D spending and firms without R&D spending. The results show 
that the group of firms with R&D spending receives larger magnitude of spillovers than 
the group of firms without R&D spending. These fmdings justify the argument of the 
importance of absorptive capacity in gaining the productivity spillovers from FDI. 
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